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Compulocks iPad 10.2" Axis Enclosure Black

Brand : Compulocks Product code: 102AXSB

Product name : iPad 10.2" Axis Enclosure Black

- POS Inspired Design; Card Reader Compatible
- Continuous Charging While Mounted
- Tamper Proof Screws for a Secure Installation
iPad 10.2-inch (7th & 8th Gen) Security Display Enclosure - Axis

Compulocks iPad 10.2" Axis Enclosure Black:

The Axis iPad Enclosure features a super clean low profile design with an open back for improved
ventilation, better microphone & speaker function and unlimited access to buttons and inputs. The tablet
can be continuously charged while in the enclosure and have peripheral cables plugged in while
mounted.

Mount this enclosure flat to the wall or any surface with our VESA Wall Mount Bracket - Fixed sku
ENWMB or pair it with one of our other wall mounts, counter of floor stands for your desired application
Compulocks iPad 10.2" Axis Enclosure Black. Maximum screen size: 25.9 cm (10.2"), Compatibility:
Apple iPad (7th gen.) | 10.2" | 2019 | A2197, A2200, Product colour: Black

Features

Maximum screen size * 25.9 cm (10.2")
Product colour Black

Features

Compatibility * Apple iPad (7th gen.) | 10.2" | 2019
| A2197, A2200

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
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